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GI Rectangular Volume Control Damper 
Model: VCD-DM 

DISCRIPTION 

D 

ISCRIPTION 

CONSTRUCTION: 

DIMENSION: MM 
Thickness 

Depth Neck Size Duct Size Outer Frame Size 
Frame Blade 

1.2 1.0 
1.5 1.2 200 WxH WxH (W+60) x (H+60) 
2.0 1.5 

Other thickness available at request. 

 Frame: high quality galvanized steel sheet,
cold formed with flange and reinforcing
groove.

 Frame size: 200mm depth and standard
 Flange height: 30mm.
 Blades: single skinned 3-V type G.I blade
 Shaft: Electro plated Ø12mm steel round.
 Bushing: self-lubricating brass.
 Blade linkage: mechanical linkage made of

galvanized steel.
 Blade stopper: G.I angle of thickness 0.7mm.

 Designed for regulating air flow rate in ducting of heating,
ventilating and air conditioning systems.

 Frame is cold formed, and joints are rivetted without damaging
zinc coating. Any unavoidable damage is protected by zinc
spray coating to prevent rusting.

 Cold formed groove on vertical frame sides provides better
strength and better air tightness between blades and frame.

 Blades are coupled by mechanical linkage which provides
better durability for opposed blade operation.

 Flanged edges are supplied un-drilled as standard.
 Ø12mm round provides sufficient strength for blades and suits

for manual handle, work gear and motorized actuator.
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ACTUATOR OPTIONS: 

Manual Handle Worm Gear Motorized Damper 

Installation Guide: 
·The oval shape hole punched on each corner is
designed for joining the damper with any TDC/TDF
construction any rectangular ductwork with
25~35mm flanged connecting end by a 3/8" bolt.
·The bolt-tight flange clamp is suggested to use
around the coupled flange to further reinforce and
secure tightness of the connection. Tapping screw
shall not be used as it may damage the damper and
affect the performance.
·Foam gasket tape is suggested to fix between the
flanges of damper and duct, to minimize air leakage
between flanges.
·When install the damper, make sure the geometry
of the damper is maintained for optimal operation.
Any impact or compression that may cause damper to
deform shall be avoided.

·If the damper is used to join thermally insulated
ductwork, make sure the path of the shaft and handle
are clear not to catch any insulating material to restrict
the damper movement.
·The oversized damper will be fabricated as several
different sections and integrated together by the
sectional reinforcement. Installation of the oversized
damper shall be cautious, make sure the design of
ductwork and suspension has been adequately
reinforced to account for total system pressure and
weight of the oversized damper to avoid damaging
the structure of ductwork when the system is under
operation.
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